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Assuming the capability of the proposed Mekong mainstream reservoir, Pa Mong,
to contrl)l floods in the Cambodian part uf the :Nfekong delta to be as calculated from
hydrologic analysis, the major purposes of thi~ study arc (a) to estimate the area in the
delta that could be reclaimed for agriculture, and (b) to evaluate possible improvements
in existing delta agriculture vvhich would result from the changed water conditions.
2 Background of Stur{y
Cambodian agriculture is at the mercy of natural hydrologic conditions, the agri-
cultural lands being either in the low-lying floodplain and exposed to serious danger of
floods by the Mekong waters, or upland terraces constantly threatened by recurrent,
prolonged drought. Mekong floods are uncontn)l1able in the flood season and lands
become extremely desiccated in the dry season. Prospects for improvement of Cam-
bodian agriculture seems to depend upon regulating of these extreme anomalies in
hydrology.
The Mekong river, which flows through m3:jor parts of the Cambodian lowlands,
is onc of the biggest rivers in Asia having a drainage area that includes a part of China,
Burma, Lao PDR, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam, and is of an area of 646,000 km2
at Kratie (in Cambodia, 550 km from the sea), and 795,000 km2 at the river mouth,
this latter being about double that of the Japanese Islands (Ref. 2). The flow volume
in the rainy season rises to ca. 60,000 m 3/sec, and decreasing to ca. 1,SOO m 3jsec at the
end of the dry season. The river-bed slope becGmes extremely gentle in its 100ver
reaches being on average 1: 16,000 from Vientiane, Lao PDR to river mouth, and 1:30,000
in the delta region downstream from Kompong Cham in Cambodia (see Fig.l for com-
parison \vith a few major rivers in Japan). The extremely high water flow in conjunc-
* 'This paper is principally based on the author's previous study "Pa ,Mong Downstream Effects on Hy~
drology and Agriculture in Democratic Kampuchea" which was carried out when he served the lYle-
kong Secretariat during 1974--77. The author acknowledges the kind approval by 1Vlr. \'V.J. Van del'
Oord, Executive Agent of the IVlekong Secretariat and Dr. \V.J. Van Licn~, Acting Director of Agricul-
ture Division, lYlekong Secretariat of his revising, rearranging and rewriting of the original version
of this paper (Ref. 1).
** ihtlnli~'b~, The (:l'lller Ii)!, Southe;lst Asian Studies. Kyoto University
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Fig. 1 River-bed Slope of the Mekong as Compared with Several Major
Rivers in japan and the United States (Ref. 16)
tion with the very gentle slope of river-bed causes severe floods in the river floodplains.
The river overbanks at Kratie (near the apex (If the Cambodian part of the Mekong
delta) eight years out of ten. The \','ater regime not only causes severe flood damage
to agricultural crops but also constrains the pattern of crop cultivation.
In order to harness the vast water resources and control the mighty force of the
~fekong, the Mekong Committee (Committee for Coordination of Investigations of
the Lower Mekong Basin) and its Secretariat have, over the last three decades been
putting considerable time and eflort into collection and analysis of data concerning
the resources of the basin and into river development planning work. In the case of
the mainstream project the studies and planning work resulted in the idea of building
a huge reservoir, one of the largest in the world, at Pa Nlong, about 25 km upstream of
Vientiane and on the national border of Lao PDR and 'Thailand, which would thus bring
about revolutionary change to various aspects of the whole lo",.er basin. ,Major benefits





Hydro-power production (ca. 4,800 M\f\!), irrigation deve-
lopment (up to ca. 1.2 million hal, and complete flood
control (ca. 100,000 ha of agricultural land) .
Hydto·powcr production (ca. 4,ClOO MVV), irrigation deve-
lopment (ca. ~OO,OOO ha), and complete flood control (ca.
100,000 ha).
Possible flood relief influencing Ca. 400,000 ha of agricul-
tural land.
Low flow augmentation or the Nlekong in the dry season,
and partial flood relier.
I t is quite obvious that individual mainstream projects for this international river
cannot be planned and implemented unless full consent is reached by the four riparian
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Fig. 2 Schematic Chart Showing the Possible Benefits from the Pa Mong
Dam Construction in the Lower Mekong Basin
countries as to reasonable and equitable benefit for each country.1) Hence the Mekong
Secretariat initiated the Pa Mong Optimization and Downstream Effects Study in
which efforts were directed to determining the optimum height and mode of operation
1) Joint Declaration of Principles for Utilization of the \Vater of the Lower Mekong Basin (Mekong
Committee, Signed on January 1975) states, in Article V, "Individual projects on the (Mekong) main-
'itream shall be planned and implemented in a manner conducive to the system development of the
(Mekong) Basin's water resources, in the beneficial use of which each Basin State shall be entitled,
within its territory, to a reasonable and equitable share ... " (Ref. 4)
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of the dam, and to quantifying, as far as possible, every possible effect of Pa Mong on
downstream ieatures including flood control, irrigation and other water uses, agriculture,
fisheries, navigation improvement, river channel degradation, various environmental
impacts of the project, etc. (Ref.3). Thus the present study was intended partly to give
meaningful inputs to the optimization study by quantifying the impact of Pa Mong on
hydrology and agriculture in the Cambodian part of the Mekong delta, an area for
which no such studies had previously been made.
3 Importance of Lowlands for Cambodian Agriculture
It is relevant to discuss the importance of lowlands for Cambodian agriculture,
since the current study is concerned mainly with the potential for reclaiming lowlands
for cropping or for more intensive cropping.
The agricultural lands of Cambodia can be classified into subregions taking into
account background information such as topography, soils, hydrology, and natural
vegetation as well as present agricultural practices. A delineation of the agro-environ-
mental subregions is shO'.'\I'n in Fig.3.2)
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Fig.3 Agro-Environmcntal Subregions of Cambodia
These agro-environmental subregions are:
Mekong flood plains (levees and backswamps)
Great Lake floodplains
Inland marshes
2) The demarcations are based primarily on the "General Soil Map, Kingdom of Cambodia," Ministry




Basalt and limestone plateaus
For the sake of discussion the above subregions may be regrouped into two majur
zones, uplands and lowlands. The uplands are composed uf terraces, basalt and lime-
stone plateaus, and tributary valleys while the lowlands consist of floodplains and in-
land marshes. \Vater is the dominant factor differentiating the t\VO zones. The uplands
arc \'\lell drained and subject to water deficiency reflecting the relatively poor rainfall of
the region, "vhile the lowlands comprise water collecting areas or water passages subject
to floods of prolonged periods reflecting the water regime of the 11ekong river.
At present, about 70 per cent of total rice lands are on non-flooded low terraces, and
the n:.~maining 30 per cent are in low alluvial plains subject to deep inundation directly
£i'om the rivers or the lake.
Most of the historical cities of Cambodia are at the fringe of the low terraces facing
the floodplains, and in the past their economies were probably based mainly on agricul-
tural cropping in the low terraces, hence the core area of Cambodia was in the "up-
lands." However, at the present time, the low terrace soils have deteriorated severely
because of yet unknown reasons, and they are now, in general, very poor except for
some limited areas of regur and brown hydromorphic soils. Most paddy growing on
the 1m'\' terraces relies on very erratic local rainfall, or on water from relatively small
catchment area. Severe drought damage to rice is common and as a result production
is very low. For e.'{ample, average paddy yields on Pleistocene terraces and fans west
of Phnom Penh and near Kompong Speu are as low as 800 kg/ha. It would require
a huge outlay of investment in irrigation facilities and fertilizer inputs jf the uplands
of Cambodia were to be improved to become highly productive agricultural land.
On the other hand, the lowlands of Cambodia, which have relatively tertile Recent
alluvium, and Recent lacustrine alluvial clayey soils, have not yet been fully deVeloped
for agricultural uses, primarily because of adverse water conditions. Not only are the
floods severe in the lowlands, as will be discussed later in this paper, they also are higly
variable from one year to another. The range of intra-annual variation of the Mekong's
\vater level at Phnom Penh is as much as 8 Ill, and the inter-yearly var.:.ation between low
and high flood years is approximately 2 m. The character of agriculture in the 1m\'-
lands has been necessarily adapted to this water regime of the ~lekong, as is indicated
by rice varietal adaptations exemplified by floating rice, late maturing deep water rice,
and dry season rice grovvn in the 100vest areas, and by the adaptation of the grmving
season exemplified by elaborate pre-flood and post-flood growing schedules for cham-
kar3) agriculture on river levees. Crop damage by floods is very common becuase the
occurrence of a Hood, its timing and magnitude, are not at all predictable. Once this
violent water regime has been relieved to some extent, it will be relatively easy and
3) A Cambodian word equivalent to "sloping land," but in this paper chamkar is used to denote the
"levee backslope" towards backswamps.
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almost costless, in the low alluvial plains, to develop the land into fairly productive
agricultural farms.
4- Prelimilla;~J' Ana(VJi.\'
A purely hydrologicai cornputation made by the Planning Unit of the Mekong
Secretariat as to the Pa Mong probable effect on the mainstream flood regime at Kratie
resulted in Fig.4 (Ref.6). The result shows that even with the tallest dam contemplated
at present (i.e. 260 III at maximum pool elevation), the flood discharge would be reduced
by about only 15 per cent down to 85 per cent of the unregulated flow; and the present
Hood regime that overbanks at Kratie eight years in ten (exceeding probability of 15
per cent) would be reduced to one overbank in two years (exceeding probability of 50
per cent). This means that the Pa Mong dam will not be capable of controlling floods,
but this relatively slight reduction of flood discharge and stage may have a substantial
effect on possible flood relief for agricultural cropping in the deltaic region both in Cam-
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Fig.4 Annual Peak One-day Discharge of the Mekong at Kratie with and without Pa Mong
Note: Computation based on 34 years of records (1936-1970), assuming the Pearson
III type distribution. (Ref. 6)
As a second step a preliminary evaluation was made of the possible effects of the Pa
Mong dam on the 1961 flood regime of the Mekong delta, for an assumed case where Pa
Mong dam releases a constant flow of 2,000 m 3 jsec throughout the flood season. The
mathematical model of the Mekong delta (to be explained later) was used for this com-
putation. This yielded promising results as shown in Table 1 (Ref.7). The potential
Hoodrelieved areas, although not significant in the Vietnamese delta, were found to be
very substantial in the Cambodian delta, as follows:
Great Lake area 184,000 ha
Left Bank of ~lekong (Combodia) 147,000 ha
Trans Bassac (Cambodia) 53,000 ha
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Table I Estimated Area to be Free from Inundation with Pa Mong for 1961
(PM 2000) (Ref. 7)
Unit: I,UOOha.
Note: The rectangular area shown in this
figure corresponds to the area in Fig. 6
Symbol:
1 Left Bank of Mekong, Cambodia
2 Great Lake (To include the whole Great
Lake area)
3 Trans Bassac, Cambodia
4 Plain of Rceds
5 Trans Bassac, Vietnam







Gross land area l,nS 46~ 4[j:~ 4~:~ 4,519
I nundated area 1,1;m 375 ·1~~ 418 4,OS1(1) Without Pa ~Iong
Inundated area
:J1I; 1 ,11~) ,lUi 111 3,()·1~(2)With 1'a Mong
Area to be free
from inundation 147 :>3
with Pa Mong
Ii 1 439
II Procedure of Hydrologic Analysis
The preliminary findings noted above seemed to shm\' very signihcant improvements
to Cambodian agriculture could be obtained by Pa Mong flood control. This indicated
the desirability of expanding the study to consider alternative Pa Mong dam heights,
and also to consider reservnir regulation as a \yay of achieving a desirable balance of firm
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power production and Hood control, in order to furnish findings useable in the Pa Mong
Optimization and Do\-vnstream Effects Study for determining the optimum height of
the Pa Mong dam.
To meet this need, the study was expanded to include four possible cases, as follows:
(0) Natural flow without Pa IV[ong (abbreviated as "Natural");
(1) Pa Mong operated to release a constant discharge of 2,000 m3/sec throughout
the flood season ("PM 2000") ;
(2) Pa Mong 250 m alternative with the maximum pool elevation at 250 m above
mean sea level operated for maximum flood control ("250 MFC");
(3) Pa Mong 240 m alternative with the maximum pool elevation at 240 m MSL
operated for maximum flood control ("240 :MFC");
(4) Pa Mong 250 m alternativt' with the maximum pool elevation at 250 m MSL
operated for firm hydro-power generation and flood control ("250 P + F").
The "study area" considered coincides with the area covered by the meshes of the
mathematical model of the Mekong delta developed by SOGREAH within the boundary
of Cambodia (Ref.8,9,10). The area stretches along the Mekong river from Kompong
Cham to immediately upstream of Tan Chau and Chau Doc, including the Great Lake
area and covering virtually all of the floodable terrain of Cambodia.
The analysis was based on both the micro-hydrologic features and the micro-topo-
graphic configuration of the Cambodian delta. The SOGREAH mathematical delta
model, a computer simulation model, was utilized to obtain stage hydrographs for each
mesh of the region for both unregulated flows and flows regulated by Pa Mong. A de-
tailed contour map (contour interval 1 m) was prepared with the use of 1/50,000 maps
and contour maps provided by SOGREAH (Ref.9). Usc was also made of the LAND-
SAT imageries to investigate macro-topographic and macro-hydrologic characteristics
of the region.
fl.-vdrologic Analysis
The SOGREAH delta model can provide detailed outputs on stage hydrographs
and interactions of flow volume3 between adjacent meshes at specified time intervals,
covering all the meshes in the Cambodian and the Vietnamese parts of the delta. The
mesh configuration of the model as shown in its topological arrangement is presented in
Fig.5. As seen in this figure, the model requires considerable input data (initial and
boundary conditions) as follows:
Daily rainfall and evaporation records: 65 stations grouped in 18 parts
Daily discharge records: 16 stations
Daily stage records: 30 stations
Initial conditions (\-vater levels) : 293 meshes
A selection was made of four years with different flood levels as test years, namely
1940, 1957, 1961 and 1963, and computer-runs "" ere carried out for the high water period
from July 1 through November 30 for each of these years. However, because of the








Fig. 5 Topological Linkage of Meshes of the Mathematical Model of the Mekong Delta (Ref. 11)
Table 2 Flood Characteristics of the Mekong at Kratie for the Four Test Years
(1940, 1957, 1961 and 1963)
Peak discharge Total flood volume(l
Test I----




109 m3 :14~TS. years ~TS.
1940 64.000 ::\ 15 1·11 :1 15
1957 46,500 :!(i 1.7 :UE :!h
1961 63,000 I 10 'ISE :2 :!u
1963 51,000 22 I 2 :i59 Hi 2
a Total flow volume from July 1 through October 31.
b Portion of the total flood volume for which the discharge exceeds 44,000m3jsec.
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boundary conditions the only available input data ready for the computer model were
those for 1961, 1962, 1963 and 1964, except for the major inflows to the model at Kratic.
Theref()re data for the years 1961 and 1963 were substituted in Eeu of the required input
data for 1940 and 1957 respectively. Characteristics of the floods at Kratie in the four
years are summarized in Table 2.
Fig. 6 Land Units in the Cambodian Part
of the Mekong Del ta
Note: Refer to Table I to locate the area
shown in this figure in the whole
Mekong delta. The rectangular area
shown in the figure attached to Table
I corresponds to this area.
TonIc Sap floodplain;
Muk Kampul floodplain;
TonIe Tach terrace (Old Delta) ;
Prey Veng flood plain ;












TopograPky and Land Units2
In order to distinguish lands of different
characteristics, the study area was divided
into eight land units, with the water condi-
tions in the flood season being the primary
criterion for classification (Fig. 6). The eight
land units, with names relating to their
characteristic physiographic and hydrologic
features, are as follows:
paper using an auxiliary plotting programme
of the delta model package.
At first the model was run for each year using the data specified above under the
natural ~fekong river flmv regime. Secondly, the model was rerun with the same input
data except for the Kratie inflow, v{hich was now as if regulated by Pa Mong. In this
case, a release from Pa Mong, dctenninerl by a separate study for each possible case and
for different operational policies (flood control, hydro-power generation, or both) (Ref.6),
was routed to Kratie combined with intervening ftmvs (using the SSARR modd4») to
provide input data to the Delta model at
Kratie. Finally, hydrographs of the natural
and regulated flmvs for each mesh of the
model were drawn on the same sheets of
4) The computer program designated by the title "Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation,"
abbreviated "SSARR" was developed by the North Pacific Division, Corps of Engineers, USA, and
was readapted to the Mekong basin for use in the Mekong Secretariat for simulation of the Mekong
river flow under various circumstances.
5) Hydrologic analysis was omitted f()r this land unit because of substantial errors involved in the com-
puter outputs {l)r this particular region.
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These land units will be considered in the subsequent discussion as the basic units
for describing macroscopic characteristics of the regimes. That is, the water conditions
in a particular land unit will be assumed to be essentially homogeneous on a macro-scale.
However, in a land unit and even in a single mesh, neither topography nor water condi-
tions are truly homogeneous, whereas the mathematical model assumes that the ,;vater
surface level within a mesh to be flat and level. The accuracy of analyzing local water
conditions largely depends on the accuracy of micro-topographic analysis and the size
and location of the mesh concerned. Thus a detailed 1/50,000 contour map was drawn
using U.S. Army lVlap Service maps and SOGREAH~s contour maps. This map and
the mesh hydrographs were then used to classify land as high, medium, and low elevation
lands in each mesh. This simple classification is used in Chapter IV to relate local water
conditions to agricultural practices.
3 Hydrograph Analysis
From the hydrographs thus obtained for each mesh the [allowing factors relating to
water regimes and their possible eRects on agriculture, were extracted for both cases
(with and without Pa Mong):
Peak sustained water level:
Maximum drawdown of peak water level;
Increment flood-free areas as the result of reduction of peak water level;
Maximum depth of water (for high, medium, and low elevation lands in each mesh);
Maximum rate of rise of water level (ditto);
Duration of inundation (ditto);
Duration for which the peak water level is sustained.
These factors for each of the 81 selected field meshes in Cambodia were grouped ac-
cording to the land units, so that their average values could be calculated for each land
unit. The average values for each factor were plotted against the recurrence time
intervals of the floods for the test years, for each of the alternative cases of Pa Mong.
This will be described in the following chapter.
The methodology used in the interpretation of possible effects of change of water
regime on agriculture will be discussed in Chapter IV.
III Results of Hydrologic Analysis
Presentation qf Data
A very extensive table (not shown in this paper) was compiled to show all hydrologic
factors for cach mesh of the delta model, for each Pa l\10ng alternativc case, and for the
four test years. The hydrologic factors include the following items for lowland, medium-
elevation land and highland in each mesh:
a. Maximum water depth in the high water season,
b. Duration of inundation (in days) during the season,
c. The rate of rise of the water level, and
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d. Period during which the peak water level is sustained.
I t was this mesh-based information that was actually used in the analysis of possible
impacts of the changed water regime on Cambodian agriculture as will be described in
chapter IV. However, for convenience of presentation, only a small selection of recom-
piled land-unit-based hydrologic information will be presented here, as and when nec-
essary for explanation.
A typical hydrograph was selected from each land unit and is presented for re-
ference in Appendix lA and IB for 1961 (high flood year) and for 1963 (medium flood
year) for PM 2000 (the PM 2000 case). All the hydrologic data were regrouped ac-
cording to land unit, and the average values for each land unit and for each Pa ~long
alternative case were tabulated in Appendix 2A through 2D. Each hydrologic factor is
plotted against the recurrence period of floods to be exceeded6) for the corresponding
test years for each land unit covering all of Pa Mong alternatives. An example for
land unit I (TonIe Sap floodplain) is shown in Appendix 3.
2 Interpretation of Present Hydrologic Regime in Land Units
For purposes of presentation the study area ,vas subdivided into four different sub-
regions with respect to water regime, as follows:
(1) Upstream river floodplain, comprising the Muk Kampul floodplain and the
TonIe Toch terrace;
(2) Upstream lowlands of the TonIe Sap floodplain and the Prey Veng floodplain;
(3) Kandal island-like floodplain;
(4) Depressed zones in the lower stream reaches comprising the Takeo depression
and the Plain of Reeds (Cambodia).
In the first subregion, the water regime is almost violent as that in the mainstream
river, being characterized by short periods of peak sustained water level (less than ten
days), an extremely high rate of rise in watcr level (as high as 40 cm pCI' day), very deep
inundation in depressions (up to 5 m), and relatively short periods of inundation. This
area can be said to be essentially the fringe part of the l\1ekong river, with stage hydro-
graphs almost similar to those of the river.
By comparison, the regime of the second subregion is attenuated by the buffering
effect of the (}reat Lake and of Prey Veng lake. The durations of peak sustained water
levels are relatively short and the maximum water depth ranges up to 5 m but the rate
of increase in depth is reduced considerably to 10-15 cm per day.
In the third subregion, high levees encircling the area result in very poor drainage.
The duration of inundation ls extremely long in the lowlands (as long as five months), and
very long in medium elevation lands (about 3- 4 months). This subregions is more or
less isolated from the l\1ekong river with respect to hydrologic features at the beginning
of the flood recession period. !\ large area of marshlands characterizes this subregion.
6) Probability of exceeding the magnitude of flood in terms of peak discharge. For the period of in-
undation, the total volume of flood (July I - October 31) was taken instead of the peak discharge.
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In the fourth subregion the water regime is gentle, being characterized by prolonged
periods of peak sustained water level, moderate depths of inundation (less than 3 m),
moderate rates of rise in water level (less than 10 cm per day), and long to moderate
periods of inundation. This zone is not a river floodplain, but a depressed zone in
which the major source of water is rainfall and runofr from local small streams. Flood
waters from the main stream probably constitute only a minor part of the water in this
subregion.
3 Effects of Pa .Nlong on vVater Regimes
The effects of Pa 110ng on water regimes have been evaluated 111 three different
aspects:
(a) Reduction of the flood "vater level;
(0) Modification of the rate of water level rise;
(c) Reduction of the period of inundation.
3-1 Reduction of flood J-llater Level
Maximum reduction of flood water levd (e.g. maximum draw-down) with Pa Mong
is generally significant, although it varies widely depending on Pa Mong's alternative con-
sidered, on the magnitude of the flood, and on the locality. When the Pa Mong alter-
natives were considered with respect to their effectiveness in controlling floods, PM
2000 was most effective and then, 250 MFC, 240 MFC, and 250 P + F in decreasing
order. However, in the high flood years (i.e. 10-year recurrence flood) the PM 2000
and 250 MFC achieve almost equivalent control, and 240 MFC and 250 P + F also have
effect almost equivalent. Generally, with P11 2000 and 250 MFC the maximum re-
duction in the peak water level is similar to the natural range of water le\'-els, i.e., the
2-year recurrence flood water level without Pa Mong equals the 10-year recurrence
flood water level with Pa !\IIong. In other words, with PM 2000 or 250 MFC the 10-
year recurrence natural flood can be reduced to the conditions represented by a natural
2-year recurrence flood. Whereas with 240 MFC or 250 P + F, medium high floods of
5-year recurrence can be reduced to conditions represented by a natural 2-year recurrence
flood.
The maximum drawdown with 250 MFC, for example, ranges from 1.0 to 1.3 m in
the upper reach land units (I, II, III), and from 0.7 to 1.0111 in the lower reach land
units (IV, V, VI, VII). Thus the effect of Pa Mong is of great imporatnce with respect
to the peak water level reduction in the ca'leS of PM 2000 and 250 MPC. This also ap-
plies to the maximum water depths regardless of locality (land unit).
Two major changes will occur. Deeply flooded areas will be relieved from damaging
inundation, and at the same time zones experiencing shallow flooding under present
conditions will no longer be flooded. This implies that the present practices of rice
growing in the higher elevation lands will need to be readapted to the new water condi-
tions.
3--2 Flou' Modification
.Nlodification of streamflovv's are reHected in the hydrographs in two ways. Firstly,
l:nit : em/da~'
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the slope of the curve indicates the rate of risc of water levels and, secondly, the shape of
the "peak" of the curve :~hows the durations for which the peak water level is sustained.
The maximum rate of rise of water level was measured on the stage hydrograph
for each of the meshes when the water depth was shallower than I m above the lowest
elevation of low, medium, and high-elevation lands respectively, taking into account the
fact that the young rice plant is very susceptible to drowning in the rapidly rising water.
The average rates of rise of water levels to each land unit with and without Pa ~long
are summarized in Table 3 for the 5-year recurrence Hood. The rate varies greatly ac-
cording to the land unit, with higher rates observed in upper reach land units (II, III,
IV, VI) and lower rates in lower reach land units (V,VII) and TonIe Sap (I). Thus
Table 3 Average Maximum Rate of Rise in Water Levels in Land Units \Vith




1'1\1 2000 2S0 1\1FC 210 1'IFC 2~>11 P+F
1 Tonie Sap floodplain q.S ~ q H, :1 ~ ) , :~ H,OI .,)
II :\lllk Kampul floodplain lU.9 i,1 H,O !U,S q.i
III Tonie Toeh terl'uee 23,S 22,S 19,1i 2S.S IH.H
I\" 1'1"l'~' \"en/.( floodplain 12.7 H.9 ~l, 0 1:;, :1 ~l. 2
\" Plain of Heeds Cambodia I 9.S i.H i,1 H.H 7.;)
\"1 Kandal island 1:1.7 IS.S ~) .Ii 11 .:1 IS, :1
\'II Takeo depression 7. ~J
I
9, :~ i.l 9.S fl.7
( 2 ) :\Iedillm· elevation lands
I Tonie Sap floodplain 9.8 6.8 7,8 H,S 8':1
II ~llIk Kamplil floodplain 10.0 :12.5 ')') r: >\8,S >\6.0.1..... ,)
III Tonie Toch terrace 2S.G ID.O 21,5 24.6 23.3
IV Pre~ VenA' floodplain 22.7 21.3 19.5
V Plain of Reeds I 12.0 8.7 8.li
\'1 Kandal island 21.S 20. :1 I)"" ""1_I. ,
VII Takeo c1epl't>ssion !J.S 8.6 8.:1
the reduction of the rate is more clearly observed 111 the present Mekong's floodplains
than other parts more or less distant from the present river course. Generally, the rate
is lower in lowland than in medium elevation land. The reason is that the lowland areas
are filled more with local runoff waters than Mekong water in the early rainy season,
whereas the "vater on the medium-elevation land comes from Mekong floods of peak
stage during the later periods of the rainy season through numerous outlets of tributaries
("Prek" in Cambodian) as well as from the heavier rainfall of September. Thus in the
lowland areas the reduction in the rate due to control at Pa Mong is less pronounced
with slight reduction in the cases of PM 2000 and 250 MFC. In medium-elevation
land the reduction in the rate is more pronounced than in the lowlands, but only P!vI 2000
and 250 MFC may have significant effects.
In general, in the area where the water regime is already gentle enough for sus-
taining floating or late maturing rice growing, the water regime becomes much more
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favourable with Pa Mong. However, in those areas where the water regime is already
too violent and the £lows too great for any agricultural activities, the water conditions \vill
remain almost as unfavourable as without Pa Mong, regardless of any reduction in the
rate of water rise which may be observed.
3---3 Reduction qf PNiod (If Inundation
In most parts of the Imvlands and mediuru-elevation lands the controlled !\lekong
floods will come from one to two weeks later and recedc from one to two wccks carlicr.
Conscquently the period of inundation is shortened by approximately from two to four
wecks. In most of the highlands, where the period i~ already short, inundation \'\rill cease.
3--4 Summary if Eflecf.\
The overall effects of Pa !\rlong on the water regime are substantial. The order of
importance of the individual factors may be listed as follows:
(a) Flood level reduction;
(b) Reduced period of inundation;
(c) Reduced rate of rise of water levels.
The order of overall capability of controlling floods is PM 2000, 250 MFC, 240 NIFC,
and 250 P+ F in decreasing order. PM 2000 and 250 MFC have almost equivalent
effects, and 240 MFC and 250 P -j- F also have almost equivalent capability for control.
However, the difference in the capahility between the former and the latter group is
significant. With the latter group the effects could bettcr be termed flood relief rather
than flood control. However, sincc the flood lands are so flat, even limited Hood relief
would have an important impact on agriculture.
IV Impacts on Agriculture
Agriculture in the Cambodian floodplain \,vill be su~ject to considerable readjust-
ment following the construction of the Pa Mong dam. Some foreseeable changes are:
(1) Extension of the cultivable areas towards thc lowlands (possible extension of
floating rice area) ;
(2) Decrease of occasional flood damage to ordinary rice in 10w-to-mediul1l eleva-
t ion lands and even in the highlands;
(3) Change of rice varieties and cultural practices in Hood-relieved areas;
(4) Possible extension of the drought-susceptible areas in the highlands which will
no longer be reached by flooding;
(5) Extension and improvement of dry-foot crop cultivation on "chamkar" lands;
(6) Modifications in chamkar agriculture due to possible reduction of silt de-
position; and
(7) Possible change in the dry season rice cultivation.
Items (I), (2) and (3) above are dealt with in this chapter. Items (5) and (6) will be
discussed in a separate paper to follow.
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Present Land Use
The major crop grown III the study area is rice, which covers highlands, medium-
elevation lands, and parts of lowlands except on levees and the upper part of chamkar
lands. The levees and chamkars are used for dry-foot crops.
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Source: Modified from Kato, Y., "Rice and Field Crops in Cambodia,"
1966. (Ref. 12)
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Fig.~7 Growing Seasons of Rice in Cambodia (Ref. 12)
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Rice varieties and cultUlal practices have carefully been adapted over hundreds of
years to the natural environmental conditions in the Cambodian dclta l especially the
water regime. The present rice culture shows an excellent level or adaptation consider-
ing the very unstable water conditions.
Rice varieties grown in the region can be correlated with environmental conditions
as summarized in Table 4 (Ref.12).
The growing seasons of different rice varieties are illustreated in Fig. 7 (Ref. 12) .
2 Preliminary' Ana(vsiJ qf Present Crop Failure jlWrl Flood and Drought
The rice culture of Cambodian floodlands relies on natural environmental con-
ditions and is at the mercy of erratic annual cycles (Ref.13,14). Production fluctuates
considerahly from one year to another. Primary causes of the crop damage are Hood in
the low to medium-elevation parts of the lowlands, drought in the medium-high parts
of the lmvlands and in all terrace areas, plus the effects of pests and diseases.
Berause the periods of the time-series data available on crop damage are rather short
for statistical analysis, an attempt was made to obtain qualitative correlation between rice
production7) and some characteristics of the ,vater conditions, e.g., maximum water
levels of the l\IIekong or the Great Lake, or of the corresponding land units,S) e.g., the rate
of rise of water levels in the land units, and seasonal rainfall. The maximum water
levels and the rate of rise of water levels of the l\IIekong or the Great Lake, or in the
corresponding land units were obtained from data given in the earlier chapters, since
each year's flood recurrence period measured at Phnom Penh or at Kratie was known.
Correlations between the production and the water regime are shown for the Takeo
depression, Battambang province, Kandal island, and Prey Veng floodplain, in Appen-
dix 4A and 4B. The relationship between production in the Great Lake provinces (Siem
Reap, Battambang, Pursat, Kg. Chhnang, and Kg. Thom)and the Great Lake water
level is given in Fig. 8.
Some approximate relationships appear to exist between the maximum water level
in each land unit and production. Although no definite correlative function can be
found, there definitely exists an optimal water level for the harvest. This appears to
be 7.0-8.0 m in the Prey Veng floodplain, 5.0 m in the Takeo depression, 8.5-9.5 m in
Kandal island, 8.5-9.0 m in Battambang province, and 9.0--9.5 m in the Great Lake
provinces. Deviating from these optimal levels, the production drops very sharply. In
the areas analyzed, the reduction of production in the cases of low water levels (possibly
drought) is more drastic and extreme than for the high ,vater level cases (possibly flood),
7) Total production in a province, not the yield per unit area, is considered here because data on planted
areas, harvested area<;, and damaged areas are not available: also, the reliability of these data is ques-
tionable. Only the production data after 19-1.1 (in one case after 19.10) were analyzed, hence the
effects of increased production from extended cultivated areas arc less pronounced in the analysis.
8) Note that the geographical boundaries of the provinces for which the production statistics are based,
and the boundaries of the land units which arc t he basis for the water regimes analyzed, do not coin-
cide. Thus it is rather difficult to extract the probable effect or Ivlekong water on the rice produc-
tion based on use of provincial statistics, instead of statistical data on district (srok) basis. Despite
these difficulties some useful correlations wefe made.
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Fig.8 Rice Production as Related to Great Lake 'Vater Levels in the
Great Lake Provinces
Data source: Ref. 13 and 15.
although the damage caused by the latter may be total failure of the crop in certain areas.
A functional relation exists between production and the rate of rise in water level
in Kandal island, and also, but less clearly, in the Takeo depression. The general indi-
cation is that a slower rate is more favourable for crop production in high flood years.
In other land units no relationship could be found, partly because the large acreages of
rice land included terraces and small tributary basins not accessible directly to Mekong
waters.
Fairly good correlations "vere obtained between production and total monsoon rain-
fall (May-October). An interesting point is that there exists an optimal amount of
rainfall of 1,200-1 ,300 mm regardless of the land units analyzed. Too much rainfall
seems to limit good harvests even in these drier zones of continental Southeast Asia.
This may be due to har\'est losses caused by localized Hooding of depressions and small
tributary basins following short duration, high intensity monsoon rains during Septem-
ber and October.
The Battambang data indicates that early wet season rainfall (~·1ay-July) influences
production. Less than :1-00 mm of rainfall during the period reduces production by limit-
ing transplanting while too much rain (especially storms) may reduce production by
drowning newly transplanted seedlings.
3 E:\:tension (?/ Cultivable Areas towards the Lowlands, and Change of Rice Varieties and Cul-
tural Practices
3--1 Criteria for Floating and Late A1aturing Rice Productioll
Following an analysis of the water conditions in the floating and late maturing rice
areas, criteria were established as shown in Table 5.
1t is p~stulated that a farmer adjusts his area of floating and late maturing rice to a
high water condition cxpect~d. to recur once in five years. That means he will be satis·




Hate of ris!' of \\'all'I' lel'!'1
Young plant
Established plant




\Iore than 90 days
Less thnn 10 em/tin."
Less than \G ern/tin,"
\Iore than 10 days
I.ate maturing rice
O.5,-'2m
More than 30 days
Less than 10 ern/da."
J .e5S than lU (,ll1/da~'
\Iore than 10 (Ia~'s
fied if he can harvest a good crop four out of five years, and will tolerate damage to his
rice harvest once in five years.
A postulated rice cropping pattern, along a typical cross section of levee backslope
and backswamp, is shown schematically in Fig. 9. Under this assumption, almost the
same rice cropping patterns as without Pa Mong will be retained; they are simply shifted
and extended towards the lowlands.










:i-ycar recurrence Hood level without 1'a l\long
--~--
:i-lear rec'urn:ncc Hood




Change in rice \'aridies
grown with I'a :\Iong
FR: Floating rice LMR: Late maturing rice SR: Seasonal rice
Fig.9 Possible Changes in Rice Cropping Patterns along a Typical Levee Backslope with Flood
Control
Note: Similar model as shown here can be applied to other landscape like Great Lake
area and the peripheral areas of the Cambodian lowland.
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3--2 Procedure
The principal steps in the estimation of rice crop areas are as follows:
(a) Determine the possibility of growing floating and late maturing rice for each
mesh according- to the criteria for natural water regime;
(b) Compute the gross area of rice following the procedure shown in Fig. 9 for each
mesh;
(c) Find correction Cactors for converting the gross area to net area Ic)}' each pro-
vince by comparing the estimated values with provincial statistics;
(d) Repeat the procedure (a) and (b) for water conditions regulated by each of
the Pa Mong alternatives;
(e) Apply the same correction factors determined for natural conditions to the
conditions as altered by Pa Mong;
(f) For seasonal and semi-seasonal rice, determine the crop area by land units.
The correction factors for converting the gross estimated areas to net rice areas




















3-3 Results and Discus-don
Extensive computation was carried out to determine the net areas for each mesh and
for each of Pa l\10ng alternatives designated as "Extended FR" (floating rice area ex-
tended in the meshes where floating rice was grown before), "New FR" (floating rice
area in the meshes where no rice was grown before), "FR--FR" (floating rice area with
and without Pa Mong), "FR--LMR" (late maturing rice area in the meshes where float-
ing rice was grown bdore), and "LMR--Ll\1R" (late maturing rice area '''lith and with-
out Pa Mong). (See Fig. 9)
The above information was then recompiled to show the total areas by land units
(Appendix 5).
The areas for seasonal rice were computed by land units for each Pa NIong possible
case, and these data are presented in Appendix 6.
9) The computed rice areas under present water conditions correspond well with the actual areas of
production under the assumptions previously stated. The correction factors for Hoating and late
maturing rice areas fall within a very reasonable range. Thus the same correction factors (applied
to each province) will be used for the with-project wnditions.
The correction factors for st>asonal and semi-seasonal rice could not be determined as the planted
area of the st'asoual rice is f~lr larger than the study area for each province.
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I'he total net rice areas for the above three varieties are shown in Fig. 10 for easy
comparison for the alternative cases.
The "new floating rice area" has not expanded much in terms of the number of
meshes, but has expanded with respect to area. Even with Pa Mong, Hoating rice
will be grown almost in the same meshes as without Pa Mong. The determining factor
limiting the possible extension of the floating rice area is the high rate of rise in water level.
Thus, floating rice can probably never be grown, even with Pa Mong, in large parts of
the Nluk Kampul floodplain, the TonIe Toch terrace (Old Delta), and the Kandal
island, whichever Pa Mong dam was built.
The most promising regions in the study area with respect to possible extension of
new farmland towards the lowlands are the TonIe Sap floodplain (especially the Great
Lake area) and the Takeo depression, followed by part of the Prey Veng floodplain and
the Plain of Reeds (in Cambodia), \vhich are now major areas of wet season rice pro-
duction.
Regarding the area of "new rice area" with Pa 1\1.ong, the effects of all of the four
possible projects are substantial. Newly reclaimed areas (Extended FR plus New FR)
amount to ca. 2,210 km2 for PM 2000, ca. 2,150 km2 for 250 MFC, ca. 1,490 km2 for
240 MFC, and ca. 1,320 km2 for 250 P + F. Note here that the areas made available
for rice production with PM 2000 and 250 MFC are almost equivalent, and with 240
MFC and 250 P +F are also nearly equivalent. Also, the difference between the former
and the latter group is significant. 'I'he extent of the areas which may be reclaimed
appears to be approxi:mately proportional to the capability for controlling the water
regimes shown by the possible Pa l\1ong schemes.
Moreover substantial changes in rice varietal constituents take place in the present
rice area as shmvn in Fig. 10. With Pl\1 2000 and 250 MFC, more than half of
the present floating rice area would be converted to late maturing rice, and almost
all of the present late maturing rice area to seasonal rice. With 240 MFC and 250
P + F this conversion would be less significant, but still substantial. This would be a
major benefit of Pa Mong because ordinary rice (LMR and SR in lower altitude)
has a higher yielding potential and is of better quality under the proper management
evnisaged in furture. I t is noted that this conversion could take place simultaneously
with the project implementation, with almost nc> additional cost. By comparison, the
extension of new farmlands towards lowlands would proceed over a period of many
years, its speed depending on various factors related to the socio-economic conditions
of the country. However, there would be no technological constraints to expansion,
and the additional cost involved will be very small.
The immediate and future gains from the increased production of rice were
estimated in terms of tonnage as shown in Table 6. In this estimation the average
paddy yields of three major varieties are assumed to be the same as the respective
averages for the entire country under the present condition of \vater and cultural
practices, as follows:
Floating rice 1.7 ton /ha
Late maturing rice 1.9 tonjha
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~ATURAL PM 250 240 250
2000 MFC ;\IFC P+F
Pal\Iong alternatin's
(2) Other Areas
NATURAL PM 250 240 250















SR - .. SR
(Approximate)
Seasonal rice10) 1.9 ton/ha
The immediate gain from the
increased rice production owing to
the varietal changes is 50,000;.
49,000;49,000; and 37,000 tons/year
for PM 2000, 250 MFC, 240 MFC,
and 250 P+F, respectively. The
future gain from the extended rice
lands is 375,000; 365,000; 253,000;
and 224,000 tons/year respectively
for the possible projects. The total
gain from the above two categories
is 425,000; 414,000; 302,000; and
261,000 tons/year respectively.
Note here that the gain that
results from the Great Lake area
(the TonIe Sap floodplain) accounts
for about 70 per cent of the total gain
from the entire country as shown in
Table 6 and Fig. 10.
Fig. 10 Rice Areas by Variety With and Without
Pa Mong
Note: Approximate rice areas as of 1975 are 9,700km2
in the study area, of which 6,400 km2 in the
Great Lake area and the rest 3,300 km2 in the
rest of the study area.
1-..-_. ...._- I····.... • .....-
Pa Mong alternatin:s
10) Although avcrage yield of seasonal rice
(including seasonal, semi-seasonal, and
early maturing rice) is somewhat lower
than 1.9 ton/ha, the yield of seasonal
rice in the area concerned is assumed
to be the same as late maturing rice in
view of the very favourable conditions
of soil and water expected in the area.
4 Relieffrom Flood Damage
Possible flood damage to trans-
planted rice grown in medium-high
elevation lands was analyzed based
on the mesh according to the follow-
ing criteria;
( I ) Relatively young rice crop
will be damaged when water depth
exceeds 50-100 cm over seven con-
secutive days;
(2) Established rice crop will
be damaged when water depth ex-
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:\0 damage in any year
EJ Damaged in 1940
D Damaged in 1940: 1%1+1963
:\0 damage in an:' year
D Damaged only in 1940
EEIJ Damagnl in 1940 1%1
rTITIl j hmaged in 1940
',yr
Fig. llA Flood Damage to Rice Crop in 1\1edium Elevation-
Highlands without Pa Mong
Fig. llB Relief from Flood Damage to Rice Crop with Pa Mong
(PM 2000)
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Table 6 Illcreased Rice Pl'OduCtion with Pa Mong
Unit: 1,000





P~12000 2:;0:\IFC 2,W:'.IFC 250P+F
C;r!'at r.ak!· area .).) :~f3 :-~:! ~)1c).j
Otflt'r UI'('as 17 13 17 Hi
Sub· total :;0 I!) 19 ')""<-II
Cn'at I.akl' l.ll'(la 2Cin 2;:;1 18:) IS;:;
( lth!'r areas al 7n 69
Sub· total 365 253 221
Great I.ake area 2H7 215 176
()thl'r areas 85
C;rand-total 261
The results, before and after Pa Mong, are illustrated in Fig. IIA and lIB respectively
for PM 2000. W'ith PI\-1 2000 and 250 MFC virtually none of the areas in medium-high
elevation lands (where seasonal and semi-seasonal rice are grown) would be subject to
further flood damage. The contrast of flood-damage in medium-high elevation lands
before and after Pa Mong is striking. Although the computations for 240 MFC and
250 P + F have not been made, it may be safe to say that with these cases at least the
highlands would no longer experience damaging floods judging from the hydrological
regimes analyzed in the earlier chapters.
However, in lowlands which now include the old floating rice and newly reclaimed
rice areas with project, damaging floods will recur almost as frequently as before, be-
cause it is presupposed the new cropping pattern with project will be subjected to the
altered water conditions in the same way as the present rice is to the present water con-
ditions. That means the water conditions in lowlands with project (especially in newly
reclaimed areas) will be as severe as before. It should be noted again that Pa !\.1ong can
reduce the flood water levels substantially, but it can not regulate other hydrologic
characteristics such as large year-to-year fluctuation (this is the same or larger than the
draw-down range with prqject), high rate of rise in water level, etc., to any substantial
extent.
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Appendix 6 Net Seasonal and Semi-Seasonal Rice Areas With and \Vithout
Pa Mong
Unit' km2
Pa Mong alternati\'e cases
Land unit
NATURAL PM 2000 250 MFC 240 MFC 250 P+F
J Tonie Sap floodplain 2,047 :~,282 3.152 2,892 2,762
--
II ~luk Ka'mpul floodplain 75 140 130 I 107 107
!




IV Prey Veng floodplain 185
i
1:)2 4();1 :~05 305
V Plain of Reeds K~ 77 :>2 [)2
VI Kandal island 345 328 289 276
J
VII Takeo depression 702 910 8:~8 819










---1961 with Pa Mong (PM 2000)
------ 1963 with Pa Mong (PM 2000)
1961 without Pa Mong
--------1963 without Pa Jlong
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0.8 146 125 86
4.7 129 111 77
9.0 92 135 80
1.2 129 141 104
S.7 148 150 106
5.7 121 150 99
0.2 lO5 III 69
0.6 138 109 9:.,
3.0 > 145 111
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1.5 1.2 0.2 5.\
(J.8 0.2 15.8
0.6 0.:., 0.03 19.9
1.7 1.2 0.4 10.9





























2.2 1.8 0.9 n.5
2.5 1.6 1.2 0.4
3.4 2.6 2.1 1.4







































































Total Year 1 Peak Max. Area l\lax. Water depth 1 --;'I~-=--~~te of rising water level I Duration of inundation Period of
area of an· I sustained Draw· free from 1 f. I keeping
land unit alyzed water 11'\'1'1 down i~un- Lowland l\ledium Highland I Lowland I :'\Iedium Highland I.owland Medium Highland pea.k
I, \\~:. ,~:':~o~; N,t PM [:'\at. P:'\I Nat. P:'\l: l\at. P:'\I :'\at. Pl\l :'\at. P:'\I :'\at. PM :'\at. pl\'1 :'\at. P:'\ll su~\~~;~,od
(km 2 \ 1m) (m) (km2 ) (ml 1m) (m', I em/dayi I em/dav
'
em/day I : (days\ da\s) I da\sl I days'
-!-------+---+-I__ __ - I - ~__~_. . -' _-~ .
17.690 1~,)57 I H.7 8.1 0.6 12.1)40 :1.2 2.6 IU 0.7 0 0 .jI2.0 11.2 R.O 5.6 (l (l I-f,8, 125 7:., Ei 0 0 B, 10
(14.6901* 1963 9.2 8.0 1.2 12.030 3.7 Li 1.8 n.6 0 (I B.O .7 7.2 3.6 (I n I-f3 1-f4 ,9i) 39 - 0 W H
1961 10.6 9.1 1.2 14,060 5.1 :.,.9 :U~ 2.n 1.:" (l.2 I 7.7 .0 11.0 8.3 5.1 1.9 > > W7 88 65 13 1() 16
1.180 19:), 10.1 9.4 0.7 8b 3.93._ 1.60.9 1/.0
1963 10 .7 9 .0 1. 7 785 4 . 5 2.8 2 .2 n. 5 2Ul
1961 112.2 10.9 1.3 920 6.n 4.7 3.7 2.5 11.;' n.:" 5.6
194(1112.711.7 1.0 96016.55.4 4.2 :.,.2 12.n 0.9 8.7
1,480 1957 I 9.7 9.3 0.4
1963 110.2 8.9 1.:)
1961 11.5 10.2 1.3































Nat. : Natural; PM: With Pa Mong; -: No inundation;
* Great Lake water surface area is excluded.
: Over 150 days
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Nat. : Natural; PM: With Pa Mong; -: No inundation:
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--rr:tal -r~:;Tcc--;'eak= I~'~~-:~-- Ar:a J~~-~~~. Wat!'r depth
I area of an, I sustained Draw, free from ~ . --"---.---1-----,- ---.-."-- 1----------[-----------,----.,------1
. : land unit lalyzed iwater le\el down inun, II.nwland I Medium I Highland. L"lI'lan<l ! Mec!Jum
Land Pmt I " d . 1
, I of I atum hy I, ~ }. i , ) ,
\.\'[ 'P 1 [Nat. IM;Nat. l~t• _ I a 1\ ong, I
(km 2 ) i (m) I ;m/
-Ii
1~,070 I :>'.: ~.81l.:{ 0.9 0
12,090 13.1 ~,9, 1.8 1.0 0
15.050 :>.1 "1.4 I :~.2 2.S l.:~ 0.7
15,060 15.1 1.S :U 2.6 1.1 0.8
8:">,5 !:>,. 9 :.\. 5 1. 6 1. ;{
840 II '1. S :>'.6 2.2 1. 4
950 ,6.0 ;'.:>' I :>'.7 :L 1 1.:> 0.8













17.690 1957' 8.7 8.3
Tonie Sap 1(14,6901*. 1963 '9.2 8..1
floodplain I' 11961 10.6 9.9
1194U lO.7 10.0
II. I 1.180 I 1957 10.1 9.7
Muk Kampull 11963 10.7 9.8
floodplain I I 1961 12.2 11.5
1
I 1940 12.7 12.1
III. 1.480 11957 9.7 9.51
Tonie Toch I 1 196.1 10.2 9.61






Nat. : Natural; PM: With Pa Mong; -: No inundation; Over 150 days
• Great Lake water surface area is excluded.
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Max. Ratf' of I'isin~ lI'att'r le\el nUI'ation of inundation Pedod of
I~:'.;a~ ~\~;;"m IIi.hl,," I ~wl"", M.-,I;"m H;<h'a"d k:::~'
1'\1 Nat. PM I Nat. 1'\1 Nat. PM 1'1\1 I'M N<lt. PM sustained
i \V.L.























































2.2 1.8 0.9 0.5 0.1
2.5 1.9 1.2 0.6 0.1
3.4 3.0 2.1 1.7 0.8 0.4





2.0 1. 0.7 0.2
3.4 2. 2.1 1.4 10,9 0.2













































































































Nat. : Natural; 1'\1: With Pa Mong; -: No inundation; Over ISO days
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Appendix 3 Average Hydrologic Characters in Land Unit I
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Appendix 48 Rice Production as Related to \Vater Regimes
in Kandal and Prey Veng Provinces
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Appendix 4A Rice Production as Related to Water Regimes
in Takeo and Battambang Provinces
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en~ Appendix 5 Net Floating and Late Maturing Rice Area<; With and Without Pa Mong
Unit: km2
453 I 1,682o2.591 I 1. 229
--
NATURAL PM 2000 ----~~T 250 M F C
Floatin!{ rice I Late matllrin~ Floatin!{ I'ice LatE' maturing ric"
F R 11, M R IIExtend-T Ne\\ ~ F R I --1- ~~ R New L M R 'Ext~f1(I-1 Newl F R \- . F R -~:~-M10----
I ed I 1 Total 1 1 Total "d ill Total 1 1 I Total
area I area F R ' L M R area L M R art'a i ar"a. F R I L :\1 R area L M R
t---- I----+----+---~-_t___--_t___--_t___-_+--_+---
2,466 I 1. 783 I 1. 593: :>6 1,002 2,651 1,332 0 :-\50 1. 682' 1.42~~1.117 J ,
I.and unit
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277\'. Plain of Reeds
II. \llIk Kamplil floool .... on
IV. I'I"t'Y Venit floodplain





























Total :-\.499 I 2.544 ! 1.%1 2·ll i 1.:-\46 i :-\.::;:-\8 UllS j 2:-\8
NATURAL 210 \1 F C
5,18 1. 7:{61ll9 1. 546 l :-\.691 I 1,7'\6 I 203
250 P+ F




III. TonI.· Toch tt'n-act'
II. \IUh Kampul floodplain
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FR: Floating rice: L\IR: Late maturing rice
